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I should like to see any power destroy this race, this
small tribe of unimportant people, whose wars have all been
fought and lost, whose structures have crumbled, literature
is unread. music is unheard, and prayers are no more
answered. Go ahead, destroy Armenia. See if you can do it.
Send them into the desert without bread or water.
Burn their
homes and churches.
Then see if they will not laugh, sing
and pray again.
For when two of them meet anywhere in the
world , see if they will not create a new Armenia.
-William Saroyan
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I.

Introduction

With a history of more than two thousand years,
Armenians are believed to be descendants of an Indo-European
race, first noted historically in the second millenium along
with the people of Urartu.

The kingdom of Urartu collapsed

near the beginning of the sixth century, and the Greeks named
the new ethnic entity the Armenioi. (1)
Historical Armenia stretched from what is now
Eastern Turkey to the west, to the Black Sea to the north.
Its eastern boundaries were formed by the Caspian Sea,
Caucusus Mountains and the junction of the Araxes and
Euphrates rivers.
square miles.

It covered a surface area of over 230,000

•

The area is now politically divided between

the U.S.S.R. Turkey, Iran and Syria.

In contrast to the vast

size of historical Armenia, present-day Soviet Armenia
encompasses about 11,500 square miles. (2)
The history of Armenia reflects an image of great
achievements in language, art, music, architecture and
literature.

For more than 500 years--from the end ' of the

14th century, when the last king of Armenia ascended the
throne in Cilicia (now a part of modern-day Turkey), to the
present day--Armenians have lived under the rule of other

.-,
..:..

nations.

This period of subjugation reached a tragic

climax with the complete uprooting of the Armenian people
from their native land by the Ottoman Turks during the
first World War from 1915-1918.

It is estimated that between

one and two million Armenians were massacred in the first
genocide of this century .
.---< ~··

In May 1918, Armenians regained the sovereignty

--------

that had been denied to them for over five centuries with
the establishment of the Independent Republic of Armenia .
This freedom was short-lived.

In 1920, the Bolsheviks

entered Armenia and together with Turkish forces, crushed the
new-born Republic.

Since 1936, Armenia has officially been

incorporated in the Soviet Union as the Armenian Soviet
Socialist Republic.
For nearly seventy years : Armenians have lived under
Soviet rule in relative calm.

Recently. events in Soviet

Armenia have led to expressions of nationalist sentiment
representing a resurgence of Armenian national identitv.
Fighting between Armenians and Azerbaijanis in the
neighboring Autonomous Region of Nagorno-Karabagh and in
the Soviet Socialist Republic of Azerbaijan has resulted
in riots and deaths on both the Armenian and Azerbaijani
sides.

The dispute centers around whether Nagorno-

Karabagh , which has a predominantly Armenian population,
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should be incorporated into the Armenian republic. or
remain under the administration of Azerbaijan.
To understand the origin of Armenian nationalist
sentiment. we must first examine historical, sociological,
and cultural factors connected with it.

The primary goal

of this paper is to determine the nature of Armenian
collective sentiment by examining it in terms of a
distinction between nationalism and ethnic sentiment and
asking the question, Is Armenian national sentiment since
the turn-of-the-century a genuine attempt to achieve
sovereign power and nationhood, or actually a more
reactive struggle and movement to maintain Armenian
civilization and its ethnic and cultural cohesiveness?
In this framework.
work as central to this

I have taken Anthony D. Smith's

discuss~on.

In tl§!i2D§1i~!-~2~~m~n1~

he defines nationalism as:
"An ideological movement for the attainment and
maintenance of autonomy. cohesion and individuality
for a social group deemed by some of its members to
constitute an actual or potential nation.
In other
words. nationalism is both an ideology and a movement, usually a minority one. which aspires to
'nationhood' for the chosen group; and 'natio~hood'
in turn comprises three basic ideals, autonomy . and
self-government for the group, often bu'"tnot ~lways in
a sovereign state, solidarity and fraternity of the
group in a recognized territory or 'home.' and third,
distinctive, and preferably unique, culture and
history peculiar to the group in question." (3)
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In

Ib~_g!b~if_B~YiY~1,

Smith adds to the foregoing his

contrasting definition of what constitutes an ethnic group
or community:
"A social group whose members share a sense of common
origins. claim a common and distinctive history and
destiny, possess one or more distinctive characteristics. and feel a sense of collective uniqueness and
solidarity." (4)
This distinction between nationalism and ethnic
movements is an important first step in the study of
modern social movements because it concretizes an
abstract construct for the analysis of specific case studies
involving ethnic groups.

According to Professor Penikis.

Smith considers nationalism a modern phenomenon and a political
movement attempting to "create or maintain an ideal nation
characterized by 'autonomy, cohesion, and individuality. '"(5)
While it may be said

th~t

Armenians do constitute

an ethnic communitv as Smith defines it. this paper will
put forth the argument that Armenia and Armenians have in the
past and do today represent a genuine nationalist movement,
according to Smith's definition. but differ, as will be
pointed out , in many ways from other ethnic groups in their
struggle to achieve nationhood .

Failure to recognize these

differences between Armenians and other ethnic groups can lead
to the inaccurate classification of Armenians as an
ethnic group or community which has historically never

I

/
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sought to achieve national status.

In fact, as will be

pointed out, Armenian nationalism is a modern political
phenomenon whose origins can be found in the events that
comprise their history as an ethnic group.
Therefore, the paper will focus on aspects of
Armenian history and the collective historical experience
of Armenians: its political, social, territorial, religious
and economic markers which have helped define the essence
of the contemporary mind of Armenians in Soviet Armenia
and the diaspora.

A compelling reason for undertaking this
investigation is that historical studies of Armenia,
while laying the groundwork for research into Armenian
national identity and its development, are not specifically
concerned with the question of ethnic sentiment versus
nationalism as it relates to the various theories and
categories which exist in the current literature on
comparative nationalism.
Another reason for this study is the current
circumstances and events in the Soviet Transcaucusus region.
The riots and demonstrations which took place in 1988
created political frictions which surface daily in the
Armenian and Azerbaijan republics.

The implications of

these stirrings, compounded by problems elsewhere in the
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U.S.S.R., are far-reaching.

They are influencing not only

the political and cultural relationship between the two
republics, but also the political and economic agenda of
the Kremlin.

Soviet General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev's

policies of perestroika, glasnost and nationality are
being tested by the turmoil in Transcaucasia. even to a
greater extent in the aftermath of the earthquake that
struck Armenia on December 7, 1988.
These issues warrant study, especially as
they relate to Gorbachev's reforms and the ethnic
conflict between the Armenians and the Azerbaijans.
This deeply-rooted historical dispute has shown no sign
of coming to a satisfactory conclusion.
In the opinion of this author, misperceptions
and misunderstanding in the international arena about
Armenian collective feeling have increased.

Thus. this

paper also will attempt to reduce some of this confusion by
examining key aspects of Armenian history and relating
their impact to the work of researchers in the study of
nationalism.

7

II.

The state of the Armenian political condition
at the turn-of-the-century

At the time of the Russo-Turkish war, which began in
1877 and lasted through 1878, Armenians were divided
territorially between the two empires.

The Ottoman empire

was ruled by the Sultan Abdul Hamid over a population that
was predominantly Muslim and Turkish.

Ethnic minorities

inhabiting the vast territory of the empire included numerous
bands of nomadic Kurds as well as a large settled Kurdish
population, and a large population of Greeks which were
concentrated in Constantinople.
The Armenian minority in the Ottoman empire lived
in cities such as Constantinople, where many held important
government positions and comprised a major portion of the
Armenian intellectual and aristocratic society.

For the

most part, however, Armenian peasants and artisans
inhabited villages across the eastern part of the empire .
The number of Armenians living within Ottoman bqrders
before World War I has been estimated a-t 1. 9 milii~- _ -(f--}-,
This was the figure given to the Ottoman government by
the Armenian Patriarchate, and, as will be seen later in
this paper, was probably much lower than the actual number
of Ottoman Armenians.
Most Armenians in the empire lived in the six

I
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eastern provinces and Constantinople.

This area was

referred to as Turkish Armenia and included the provinces,
or

~i1~Y§!~

(as they were called by the Ottomans), of

Sivas, Kharput, Erzerum, Bitlrs, Diyarbekir, and Van.
After the signing of the Treaty of Berlin, which marked
the end of the war between the Russians and the Ottomans,
Turkish Armenians found the political and social conditions
under which they existed increasingly difficult.

The

borders of these six provinces had been altered countless
times due to the reapportioning that inevitably followed
military conflict and wars, usually initiated by either
Russia or the Ottoman empire.
This political maneuvering facilitated Ottoman
administration in the provinces ,> which was mainly concerned
with keeping Armenians firmly under the control of the
Sublime Porte, as the Ottoman government was often referred
to after the eighteenth century.(2)

Policies of harsh and

unfair taxation and constant military harassment were the
mainstays of Ottoman treatment of Armenians and other non-Muslim
peoples.

As Christians, Armenians were considered second-class

citizens of the empire and were treated accordingly.
Armenians living in Russian Transcaucasia, or Russian
Armenia before 1900 lived in much more favorable
conditions than their kindred to the west.

The Armenian
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clergy interacted frequently with Tsar Alexander II, and before
his assassination in 1881, were looked upon favorably by the
government to the north.

As in Turkish Armenia. the majority of

Armenians in the Transcuacusus region were peasants, as the table
below shows:
~rm~ni~n_f2E~l~!i2n_in_B~§§i~n_Ir~D§£~~£~§i~i-1§2Z

Landlords and clergy
Peasantry
Bourgeoisie
Workers
Artisans. craftsmen

0.83
70.03
7.33
16.23
5. 73 ( 3}

To the north of the Armenians were the Georgians. to
the east. Azerbaijanis.

Being mostly Christian, the

Georgians and the Armenians coexisted peacefully for the
most part.

This was not the case between the Armenians and

the Tatars of Azerbaijan (in the 1930's the Tatars were
called

~~~ri§) .

•
At this time there was no ill-will

Azeris and Armenians. but this would change

be~ween

by 1905 .

Even before the turn of the century. the

differences in culture. religion and history between the
two groups were apparent.
Armenia was the first nation to accept Christianity
as a state religion in 301 A.D. after Bartholemew began preaching
the gospel two hundred years earlier.(4)

The Armenian Church is

thus of Apostolic origin. and Armenians are called the 'First
Christians,' due to the significance of their conversion and
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the fact that the church developed "independently" of the
Greek and other Churches. (5)

The politcal significance of

this conversion, as Christopher Walker suggests, was not
great at the time because Rome was still pagan and
"Christianity had reached Armenia as an Asiatic, Palestinian
religion, not as the teachings of missionaries from
Europe."(6)
For centuries to come. however, the conversion of the
Armenian King Tiridates and his nobility to Christianity and
the proclamation of Christianity as the state religion would
embroil Armenians in conflict and political intrigue with
non-Chri~tians.

Unfortunately for them, Armenians were

outnumbered and did not possess the military strength of
the Persians, Turks, and other Muslims who surrounded them.
Many of these Muslim sects (the Turks and Tatars were
predominantly Sunni while the Persians were Shiite) saw
Christianity as a threat to Islam, and also perceived
opposing Muslim sects as dangerous.
turned into aggression.

These convictions often

Being geographically situated

in the midst of non-Christian peoples, Armenians had
little choice but to find ways to endure.

While it can

be argued that their religion was a constant threat to
their existence, it was also to become their only

11

salvation and solace.

To this day, it is the foundation

of their faith and living testimony to their continued
endurance as a Christian people .

•
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III.

Armenian-Russian and Armenian-Turkish
relations at the turn-of-the-century

Notwithstanding countless disputes and alterations of
the boundaries of "Historic Hayastan," (the Armenian name
for their homeland), the Armenian region was partitioned
somewhat symmetrically at the outset of the Russo-Ottoman
war in 1877.

After the war, the boundaries changed again,

with the city of Yerevan, the Armenian capital, under Russian
rule, and the province of Van within the Sultan's realm.
Inasmuch as Armenians enjoyed relative economic
prosperity and cultural advancement under the tsars,
the revolutionary movement in Russian Armenia (eastern
Hayastan) was directed toward Ottoman (or Turkish) Armenia
and not against the Russian empiTe.

Compared with

Armenians in the Ottoman empire, Russian Armenians lived
relatively well.

They were Christians in a Christian

state, enjoyed a certain amount of religious and political
protection, and flourished economically, especially in
cities like Tiflis and Baku.
In the Ottoman empire, specifically in Constantinople,
Armenians were merchants, traders, artisans and
interpreters.

Some managed to reach the higher levels of

administration and even came into contact with the Sultan.
Most, however, were peasants in villages in the eastern
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portion of the empire ( western Hayastan) and worked as
farmers.
Nearly two millenia earlier, in 301 A.D . . the kingdom
of Hayastan was officially proclaimed the first Christian
kingdom in the world. and to this day the Armenian Church
remains quite true to its apostolic origins.

Over the

centuries Armenians had frequently been pressured to convert
from Christianity to adopt either Islam or Roman
Catholicism .

Historically, however, relatively few

Armenians succumbed to these forces but remained under
the auspices of the Catholicos (the figurehead of the
Hayastan National Church).
As Christians in the Ottoman empire , Armenians were
considered second-class citizens and were expected to be
subservient to Ottoman Turks and other non-Christian peoples.
The Islamic law made special provisions for
nonbelievers. as they were called .

or

They were required to pay

special taxes and submit to personal and
limitations .

Qh~mm! ,

collec~ive

Some Armenians surmounted this inferior status

by converting to Islam , one of the goals of Ottoman policy at
the time.

But most "held tenaciously to their native

dialects and religion."(1)
Under the tsars, the social and political environment
in which Armenians lived was more favorable.

Christianity
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helped to create a religious bond between Armenians and many
of the tsars.

At times, the Catholicos was given a

great deal of authority by the tsars to rule the provinces
and inhabitants of Russian Armenia.

Armenian leaders were

often closely tied to their national church, which,
historically, shared similar religious beliefs with the
Russian Orthodox Church.
This relationship deteriorated rapidly when in 1903,
Prince Golitsyn, Tsar Nicholas II's foreign minister, issued
a decree declaring that ''the state would henceforth manage
the properties of the Church."(2)

Armenians were outraged.

Violence broke out when the government attempted to enforce
the decree with the use of troops.

The policy was

eventually reversed, but it marked only the beginning of

•

anti-Armenian policies which were initiated at the behest of
men like Golitsyn.

There certainly was no shortage of men

such as Golitsyn who operated alongside the tsar.

Lang

describes the foreign minister in this passage:
Nicknamed 'Gri-Gri' in St. Petersburg society, he was
a man of the narrowest upbringing and outlook, owing
his appointment to the personal patronage of a member
of the imperial family.
He had no understanding of
the multiracial structure of Caucasian society, and of
the flexible tactics needed to maintain peace and
harmony. His one idea was to Russify the Caucusus
politically and culturally, not by persuasion and
example, but by the crudest political methods.(3)
The historical record will attest that Armenians were
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constantly enlisted in the Russian battle ranks as generals ,
admirals and volunteers whenever Russia was at war.

During

World War I, the Armenians played an important part in many
Russian victories, and subsequently in the Russian political
position after the war.

In the Ottoman empire, Turkish

Armenians fought on the side of the Entente powers, and were
enlisted in the ranks of the Ottoman army.
Armenians and Turks in the Ottoman empire did not have
strong ethnic bonds between them, nor did Russian
Armenians and Tatars.

Armenians and Ottoman Turks had

little in common in the way of social, religious and cultural
traditions.

In the empire, Armenians were incorporated into

the Ottoman system of

~i11~i~.

which was an institution

whereby the subject minority enjoyed cultural and religious
autonomy, but was kept isolated •in order to preserve Islamic
superiority .

Non-Muslim religious groups were allowed

authority over their own communities, while the religious
superior of each group was responsible for maintaining order
and collecting levies for the Porte, to which all were
answerable.

Armenians, along with their other non-Muslim

counterparts, were barred from any political expression
whatsoever, and their recourse to law and justice was
accordingly limited.
On two points associated with living conditions under
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the millet system, Smith tends to misread the purpose of
this harsh system.

He states that in the millet system,

Armenians chose "to stay aloof from society as a whole."(4)
He goes on to say that the Ottoman millet system was
characterized by a "neutral ethnic recruitment policy, with a
minimum of cultural discrimination and a maximum of communal
self-rule within an imperial structure."(5)

This

statement ignores the fact that second-class citizens did not
exercise any "choice," and by the very nature of the millet
could not "stay aloof" from any other member of society, nonMuslims included.

The fact is that the millet was a

deliberate institution designed to keep the various
minorities under close scrutiny of the Porte.

Through heavy

and unfair taxation, the Porte was assured of the subserviency
of these minorities and of the unlikelihood of their uniting
in opposition.

The communal self-rule which was exercised

facilitated cultural discrimination due to the severe
limitations and collection fees; the amount of these
taxes was often arrived at arbitrarily and pocketed by
the communal leader.

When insufficient taxes were

collected, the communal leader could always blame his
constituency or make a second or third collection.
The millet was also an institution that acted to limit
religious freedom among its members.

Islam prescribes the
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way of conquest as a religious duty, and Armenians , Greeks
and others were victims of the traditional Muslim belief in
the right to plunder all "infidels."(6)

When, for instance,

a monastery was looted by marauding Kurds, a formal complaint
could be filed with the government, but punishment of the
criminals and restoration of monastic properties required
governmental mediation denied Armenians and Greeks by their
status in society, or lack of it, and the nature of the
millet system. (7)
Also "guaranteed" by the millet was the right to
education, yet, as Atamian points out, education was
curtailed and censored by the government.(8)

In addition,

Armenian peasants were taxed on everything they owned: land,
property, harvests, sheep and tobacco.

There was also a

military tax, and while other Ottoman subjects fell under
this taxation, much of it was borne by Armenians, who
attempted to maintain an agricultural economy in their
villages and a capitalist approach in business and the
professions in cities.

This taxation may derive from Koranic

law which made it beneath the dignity of Mohammedans to enter
"unworthy" fields of endeavor, which at the time were looked
upon as parasitic enterprises.

Just as the Jews in Europe

were seen as second-class citizens who would find work at
any level of society, and thus were subsequently blamed
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for the economic evils experienced by anti-Semitic
governments, so were the Armenians viewed by the Turks.
Armenian-Turkish relations became considerably more strained
after the 1870's due to, among other things, the system of
arbitrary and unfair taxation.
European powers were aware of the harsh conditions under
which their fellow Christians were living in the Ottoman
empire.

They made several attempts to secure promises of

reform from the Sultan. one of which resulted in the
of 1839. (9)

I~n~im£1

In 1856, the Crimean Allies persuaded the Ottoman

emperor to publish a second Tanzimat (reform),
during the Paris Congress of that year.

H£!!i_H~m~Y~D.

This reform stated

its intention to be a guarantee that all subjects would have
a right to security of life, honor and property without

•
distinction of class or religion.
The situation. however. remained as it was before the
reforms. due to two major factors.

The first was a

stipulation in the Treaty of Paris, signed on March 30, 1856,
which explicitly renounced the right of the great powers,
specifically France and Great Britain, to interfere,
collectively or otherwise, in the relations and internal
administration of His Majesty the Sultan with his
subjects.(10)

The powers chose this option because of their

interest in the Ottoman empire as an economic and strategic
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entity.

British interests were specifically concerned with

securing the loyalty of the Sultan in order to have a firm
ally in any future conflict with Russia.

In addition,

British money was tied up in capital ventures all the way
from the Baku oil fields to the Ottoman Bank in
Constantinople.

The French had a vested interest in land and

property in Cilicia, the land nestled between present-day
Syria and the Mediterranean Sea and other parts of the empire.
Neither power thought it wise to jeopardize its interests by
intervening in affairs which the Sultan assured them would be
settled internally.
The second factor at work was the willingness of
Armenians to put almost blind faith in the effectiveness of
these reforms.

Even after the war in 1877-78, Armenians

believed strongly in the good

w~ll

of Europe.

It took years

before they realized that help would not arrive in the form of a
British or French gift.

Without the enforcement authority of

Europe, the reforms had little impact, and structural change
proved to be minimal, at best.

In fact, it can be argued that

these Tanzirnats only angered the Sultan and increased his
willingness to pursue anti-Christian and pan-Islamic policies
within the empire.
Meanwhile, the Ottoman empire was losing territory and
experiencing widespread unrest as the Balkan states, assisted
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by European arms and diplomacy, obtained independence in the
1870s.

By the time the Armenian political movement had

developed a plan to follow the Bulgarian model, the Sultan
was determined to retain what was left of his empire.

The

Ottoman empire was experiencing a severe historical crisis:
for the first time in history its power seemed to be dwindling.
The way to regain this power was through a religious mass
revival that would become pan-Islamism .

But the political

stirrings in the Armenian plateau posed an apparent
threat to Hamid's plans, and in 1880 he distributed arms to
the Kurds.

As Missakian notes, the emperor was not

interested in addressing Armenian requests for reform:
The Kurds were enrolled as squadrons of territorial
cavalry; regimental badges and modern rifles were
served out to them from government stores and their
retaining fee was a free hand to use their official
weapons as they pleased against their Armenian
neighbors. (11)
Under the Sultan an insurrection took place in
Bulgaria in June of 1876 in which Turkish soldiery
slaughtered thousands of Christians.

The following year saw

Russia declare war on the Ottomans on April 24.

With the

signing of the Treaty of San Stefano on March 13, 1878, the
war ended.

Dictated to the Sublime Porte by Russia, the

evacuation of Russian troops was made conditional upon
Turkish reforms in the Armenian provinces, and the guarantee
of Armenian security from the Kurds and Circassians.(12)
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With the signing of this treaty, an issue which came
to be known as "I!}~-~!:!!!~Q~~Q_Q~~~!~~Q" emerged on the
international scene for the first time, prompting a
tumultuous debate that continues to the present day. (13)
In essence. the "Question" revolved around the Ottoman
desire to expel all Armenians from

1::tl_~--

empir::._e.

"What to do

with the Armenians" became a question that would be taken up
a number of times in the diplomatic language of international
peace treaties and then dropped from the discourse of
statesmen when the time came to realistically act to institute
reforms that had been promised Armenians. (14)
Great Britain, however, feared Russian expansionist
policy and demanded a congress when she realized that Russia's
victory had entitled her to more territory.

From this

Congress at Berlin emerged the lreaty of Berlin, signed on
July 13. 1878, in which the great powers assumed the
responsibility for, among other things, ensuring some of the
same reforms stipulated in the Treaty of San Stefano.
Article 16 in the latter treaty concerned the Armenian
Question and became the 61st article of the Berlin Treaty.
The treaty provided for the Ottoman empire to "Immediately
put into effect the reforms in the (Armenian) region.
Armenians should be protected against the Chapulcu,
Bashibozuk and Circassian tribes and the law should be

The
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applied for all.

In order that the other nations can control

this treaty, the Emperor should publish regular reports."(15)
The six-nation European concert agreed to oversee
the plight of the Armenians, but no means were provided for
administering improvements; no troops were sent and no
political measures developed.

Meanwhile, systematic

reprisals by the Muslim masses against Armenians continued:
looting, raping and throat-cutting became rampant. (16)

The

Guarantors, Great Britain being one, merely issued
ineffective statements of protest and false warning to the
Sultan. (17)
The situation in which Ottoman Armenians found

themselves was not unlike that which exists in South
Africa today.

Like

~E~r!h~iQ,

the millet theoretically

provided for equality under the. law, but in reality, a
blatant discrepancy existed.

Being second-class citizens

meant Armenians had little chance of securing reform from a
government that had no intention of doing so and made sure
of it by instituting restrictive safeguards in the
social, cultural and judicial systems.

It was in this

context and position of helplessness that the Armenian
revolutionary movement emerged in an effort to find a
solution to the Armenian question.

Minogue comments on
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a situation with which both Russian and Turkish
Armenians could identify at the turn-of-the-century:
..... for it is a much worse fate to live as part
of a minority in a nationalist state than to be one
people among many ruled by a multi-national empire,
even if that empire is somewhat despotic.(17)
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IV.

Territorial disputes and religious and military
conflict in Transcaucasia

The first recorded instance in the twentieth century
of any serious conflict between the Armenians and the Tatars
of Azerbaijan was during 1905.

While many Russian subjects

were involved in the Russian Revolution of that year, the
Tatars, the Caucusus Armenians and bands of Cossaks were
involved in large-scale acts of violence that lasted
throughout the year .
Much of the violence that occurred took place in the
Nagorno-Karabagh mountainous region and in the oil capital of
Baku .

Under Tsar Nicholas II and Prince Golitsyn, the

governor-general of the Caucusus. a policy of autocratic
encouragement of anti-Armenian sentiment was implemented .
Golitsyn's personal feelings played a large part in the
advancement o f this policy, and when he was removed from his
post in the Caucusus in 1905, Prince Nakashidze, the Tatar
governor of Baku, carried on with anti-Armenian policy in
Golitsyn's absence .
Large numbers of Armenians and Tatars were killed in
this violence which had been instigated by members of both
ethnic communities and vigorously pursued by the Tatars, who
had the backing of the local authorities . (1)

This caused

racial tension to intensify during the next decade, and by
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the time of World War I, Russian Armenians and Azeri-Tatars
were once more engaged in hostilities that led to bloodshed.
This time, however, before and during the commencement
of WWI, the violence was due in large part to Turkish
complicity and the increasing sentiment for pan-Turkism
which was gaining popularity among the laigely Turkic
Tatars.

Having lost a great deal of lives and territory

to the Turks in the west, Armenians garnered as much
armed support as possible in an effort to retain a strong
presence in the areas in which they constituted a
majority of the population .

One of these regions was the

mountainous area of Nagorno-Karabagh, which historically
was, and to this day still is, predominantly Armenian
(approximately 853 of the inhabitants are Armenian). (2)
After it became evident t hat fighting in the region
would not subside , the British moved in to mediate the
dispute.

The Armenians were persuaded to stop fighting after

British General Thomson assured them that the province of
Karabagh would be fairly administered.(3)

But violence

ensued as Azeri-Tatars committed more massacres of
defenseless Armenians.(4)

Whether or not the British were

involved in allowing these killings to occur is a question
that has been argued to this day.
The Armenians of Karabagh, inluding members of the
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Armenian political Party Dashnaktsutiun, who had fought
for the maintenance of the region, agreed, but only
equivocally, to "provisional" control of the region by
Azerbaijan. (5)
changed.

This form of administration has never

Karabagh remains the Autonomous Region of

Nagorno-Karabagh today , fully administered under
Azerbaijan rule .
With the Bolsheviks gaining strength in Azerbaijan and
Georgia , the Republic of Armenia faced a dual threat to her
existence during the last few months of 1920.

Kemalist and

Bolshevik forces had united, not in a display of mutual
friendship, but because they were both anti-Entente , and
focused their attention on Transcaucasia.

With the backing

of both Moscow and Constantinople, Azerbaijan was able to
assert its political and militar y strength and continued
~o

perpetrate acts of violence against Armenians . who were

fighting back against the Tatars.

But as Walker notes. the

Armenians had little c hance of emerging from this confli c t
with any tangible gains, so they absorbed their losses and
surrendered:
The new Soviet Azerbaijani regime instantly applied
territorial pressure against Armenia: Yerevan received
an ultimatum to quit Karabagh and Zangezur, and to
stop taking severe measures against the Tatars within
Armenia, 'otherwise the Revolutionary Committee of the
Soviet Socialist Republic of Azerbaijan will consider
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itself in a state of war with the republic of
Armenia.'
Armenia was given three days to make up its
mind.(6)
So Armenia was to lose the lands it once inhabited
in the west to the Turks.

To the north she lost land to

Georgia. and to the east, territory to Azerbaijan, including
Karabagh.
This longstanding dispute has now come to the
forefront of Soviet politics.

For over a decade, Armenians

have demanded the incorporation of Karabagh into Armenia.

In

1977, Sero Khanzatian, a leading member of the Armenian
Communist Party, petitioned Soviet leader Brezhnev to address
these demands.

Since Khazantian's letter, the Karabagh issue

has become the central focus of Armenian nationalists and
dissidents in the republic.

It is important to realize that

the present movement does not seek outright independence for
Karabagh and is not specifically directed at the Kremlin.

It

is a sensitive situation of ethnic bonds in an Armenian
community that sees itself as a continuous entity in both
the republic and the diaspora.

Walker qualifies this

expression of nationalist sentiment:
Where there is grievance in Soviet Armenia (and this
is another point raised by the Helsinki Monitoring
Group). it is not against Moscow's authority per se as
against the refusal of the authorities to grant
Mountainous Karabagh . .... to Armenia. rather than
leaving it with the status that it has today, that
of an autonomous region within Soviet Azerbaijan . (6)
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Walker goes on to say, "It is only the Communist
authorities' conservative fear of the unknown outcome of
altering internal national boundaries which is preventing
Karabagh from becoming part of Armenia."(7)

This may in part

be the case, and at the time of Brezhnev. any attempt at
change of this sort would have been considered revolutionary.
The political climate in the Soviet Union is much different
today, however, and Gorbachev's more open policies have
strengthened Armenian hopes for Karabagh.

The Karabagh issue

has so impregnated the Kremlin's agenda that after Armenia
voted in favor of incorporation of Karabagh and Azerbaijan
voted against, Moscow was forced to interpose a "judicial"
interpretation.

The decision reached by the Presidium

dictated that without unanimous consent of all bodies

•

involved. the status quo would be maintained.(8)
That is how the issue remains at the present
moment.

But it would be naive to think an end has been

reached in the political battle over Karabagh.
Armenians have no intentions of succumbing to Azeri or
Muscovite desires, and, until the earthquake on December 7.
had focused all their energies on bringing Karabagh to the
attention of the central authorities in Moscow.
This situation in Karabagh is not unlike other
attempts by peoples in Europe and elsewhere to secure for
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their ethnic community a continuous and coherent society that
would act to preserve an already existent homogeneity.

This

was the case with the Prussians, who sought in the late
nineteenth century to revive lands that were once theirs
and to unite the Prussian people under one government.

Pan-

Germanism of the same era was a similar movement.
For many reasons , possession of territory was
important in achieving such goals.

It reestablished an

emotional connection to land belonging to previous
generations, and served as a definite political boundary and
buffer to foreign invaders who for a time included the
Germans.

As with Hitler's fascism, which developed from the

pan-Germanism movements of the nineteenth century, the
question of race is indigenous to the Armeno-Azeri
conflict.

Characteristically , the importance of being a

German or a Prussian was found in the historisal origins
of the people.

Poets and propagandists espoused the

virtues of being German or Prussian.

Lines were drawn

which allowed the "common" people to differentiate
between the evils of assimilation with Jews as opposed to
the French.

Patriotic fervor was fueled by xenophobia and

often transformed into violent conflict and war.
These phenomena are all rooted in the "historicism"
movement which Smith says evolves from a greater "ethnic
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revival."(9)

Germans, Prussians, French, Greeks, Welsh and

others all have at one period or another, developed their sense
of ethnic worth through historical lesson:
Now the important point about an ethnic, as opposed to
other kinds of social grouping, is the rationale that
sustains the sense of group belonging and group
uniqueness, and which links successive generations of
its members.
That rationale is to be found in the
~cific history of ~e group, and, above all, in its
myths of group origins i and group liberation. The more
striking and we~.t:=Kn6wn these myths of group formation
and group deliverance, the greater the chances for the
ethnic group to survive and endure; and conversely,
the more shadowy and obscure its myths, the less vivid
its sense of uniqueness and the greater the likelihood
of its dissolution ..... In certain circumstances,
however, external factors may supply the group with
the myths it may have lacked near the outset of its
career.
The group may then develop common cultural
features which mark it off from outsiders, or invest
clear marks of differentiation with a cultural
meaning. (10)
In the case of the Armenians, the early cultural
markers already existed but were• compounded by the "external
factors" manifested in the genocide of the beginning of this
century.

Similarly, the Jews have experienced an ethnic

revival that has no doubt been sparked by historical features
unique to their past.

Suffering and persecution have

constantly plagued their existence, culminating in the Nazi
atrocities which led to the expression of a nationalist
movement.

Zionism has played a role in what Smith calls

"myth development."

He is not referring here to any

specific set of false beliefs; rather, it is an allusion
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to the cultural history and legends of a people that over
time become unique to their existence.
The Armeno-Azeri conflict has origins not only in
cultural, racial and territorial, but also religious
differences.

Being Christians, the Armenians have never

been as close. religiously, culturally or otherwise, to the
Azeris as they have been to the Georgians.

It is true that

even at certain times in history, especially after WWI,
Georgians and Armenians engaged in military aggression
towards each other .

Never, however, has the historical

relationship between the two peoples assumed a character of
enmity or conflict.

This is due, no doubt, to the common

ground each group shares through its religious affiliations
as a member of the Christian community.
The Azeris, on the other 'hand, have a history of
being pan-Turkist sympathizers, which frequently brought them
into conflict with Armenians, often the target of panTurkist policies.
present day.

This alignment persists to the

It is a characteristic that is too deeply

woven in the culture and history of both groups to be set
aside in the name of reconciliation.

Therefore, instead of

abating, the hostilities have increased.

In the eyes of the

international community, the religious affiliation of each
group represents a symbol of association.

Newspaper accounts
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of the conflict use the terms "predominantly Christian"
(Armenians) and "predominantly Muslim" (Azerbaijanis) as
labels to pinpoint to the reader the source of a conflict
that has its roots in race and religion.
The open hostility Armenians and Azerbaijanis have
displayed toward each other is not unlike that which exists
between Christians and Muslims in Beirut.
solution is imminent.

In that city, no

Nor is there any indication one will

accompany the Nagorno-Karabagh dispute.

Perhaps the biggest

obstacle to a resolution of the Armenian-Azerbaijan conflict
is the strong nationalist expression of each group that is
superimposed on the underlying religious and racial
disharmonies.

Such expression has shown no signs of

remission in Armenia, even after it suffered a devastating
earthquake .

•

It seems that each setback to Armenian dreams

of reunification is absorbed with what Walker calls a
"universal Armenian determination to snatch a human
victory out of (a) catastrophe."(11)
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v.

Pan-Islamism and pan-Turkism

Pan-Islamism in the Ottoman empire was instituted as
a political policy by the Sultan to achieve his goal of
unifying the Islamic peoples against a threat by non-Muslims.
It was also a plan designed to increase the territorial base
of the empire through a legitimate claim on lands inhabited by
other people of the Islamic faith.

The Hamidian massacres

of 1894-1896 were a direct result of this policy, which,
despite its religious appearance, as Walker notes, "is
essentially a political, and not a religious, program."(1)
The Sultan's development of

H2~i9iY§

cavalry, bands of

government-backed and armed Kurdish 'police,' was a vehicle
in the larger goal of a united

I~lamic

bond that would

transcend territorial boundaries.
Pan-Islamism can be confused with the subsequent
development of pan-Turkism, or pan-Turanianism.

Pan-

Turkism was a Sunni, anti-Shiite movement that created a
large following among Turkic-speaking peoples after the
publishing of Ismail Gasprinsky's journal

g~iD£bi

in 1875.

This ideology attracted intellectuals who felt that
Gasprinsky was right in revolting against ancient Islamic
political philosophy which had developed into the pan-Islamic
movement.

These differences were sparked by the varying
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interpretations of the Koran and arguments over the
importance of language and race in such pan movements.
A general "antipathy" existed between the two movements
which manifested itself in the Young Turks' overthrow of
the Sultan in 1908.(2)
The Young Turks' dream was of a united Turkey
consisting only of and for Turks.
together under the party name

They were grouped

!!!ib2Q_2QQ_I~~~~~~,

Committee of Union and Progress (CUP).

or the

Their Sunni.

pro-Turkic movement had spread to the Tatars of Azerbaijan,
who by the nature of their adopted ideology came into
conflict with both Armenians and Persians to the south.
Pan-Turkism quickly changed from a "harmless movement for
the unity of a dispersed people," to a "ruthless
suppression of the millions of non-Turkish people who
lived in between the remote and haphazard concentrations
of Turkic-speakers across the globe."(3)
The primary ideologist behind the Young Turk party was
Zia Gokalp, whose philosophy is outlined by Zenkovsky:
First. the Ottoman Turks had to consolidate their
grip over the empire. and Turkize its minorities .
In the second, 'pan-Turkic', phase, the closest
relatives of the Ottoman Turks-the Azerbaijanis of
Russia and Persia (the southeastern group of Turkic
peoples)-were to be taken into the Turkic state.
The third step would be the uniting of all the
Turanian people of Asia around the Turkish core.(4)
Other pan-Turkists focused their designs on the removal of
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Russia as a barrier to expansionist policies designed to
unite all Turkish peoples.
~Qg_~~Q!g£ki§mg~,

In his 1915 book, Ig[ti§illg§

pan-Turkist Tekin Alp stated that:

. .. . . pan-Turkism cannot come to its full development
and realization until the Muscovite monster (das
moskowitische Ungeheuer) is crushed, because the very
districts which form the object of Turkish irredenta.
such as Siberia , the Caucusus , the Crimea ,
Afghanistan, etc., are still directly or indirectly
under Russian rule.(5)
The ideological difference between the goals of panIslamism and pan-Turkism can be found in the embodiment of
each movement's leaders.

While the Sultan was a cruel

tyrant and committed massacres of Armenians in the name of
Islam , his policies had limits, albeit irrational ones , and
the realization of his personal vision of his empire did
not require the extinction of all non-Muslims.

A political

leader who was afraid of Russia : he moved according to
political plans he had himself designed .
The Young Turks harbored a deep resentment of all
non-Turks which led to politics and policies without
limitations--namely, the Armenian genocide.

The word

genocide had not been coined at the time of the
Hamidian massacres of 1894-1896, and even if it had , it is
arguable if it would c orrectly define the Sultan's policy .
While the Sultan did order the deliberate killing of
Armenians in the empire, it is debatable whether his
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intentions included the extermination of the entire
Armenian population.
The murders committed by the Sultan's regime were of a

------

nature, despite the guise of pan-Islamisrn,
--- --and did not entail the racism that was to characterize

mor~___p_o_J.Jtical

the killings of the next two decades by Azeris and Turks.
Walker comments on these apparent differences:
..... the Young Turks differed from Abdul Hamid in one
vital respect--not that they were more patriotic or
nationalistic, but that they were dedicated to an
expansionist political philosophy.
The Sultan had
been happy to stonewall. and to play off one selfappointed reformer against another . His pan-Islamic
policy beyond the borders of the empire had been
merely a creaking contrivance. But the outward
aspirations of the CUP were motivated by a militant
racist determination, given strength by the secret
councils of the politbureau of the CUP.
Their
provincial administration of the empire was as feeble
and malevolent as that of former times; but the
resemblance ended there.
The steely eye of the Young
Turks was fixed on the lands east of Armenia. With
men of this chilling outlook the failure of a reform
scheme was filled with foreboding.(6)
Out of this terror-laden atmosphere arose first.
a defense movement among Armenians. then a revolutionary
one. and eventually a nationalist independence movement.
In the Ottoman empire, Kedourie states, this brand of
Armenian nationalism "arose among populations which were
generally more prosperous and better able to understand
the wealth-generating economies of modern Europe than
their Ottoman Muslim overlords."(7)

These kinds of

7
I
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differences between Armenians and Turks helped drive a
cultural and social wedge between the two groups that
did not need to be enlarged.
With 1915 and the massacres perpetrated by the Young
Turks led by Enver Pasha, Talaat Pasha and Djemal Pasha ,
Armenian nationalism in Turkey had been all but extinguished.
There were no Armenians left in the eastern provinces to
organize any form of independence movement.

From that year

onward, the lands inhabited for centuries by Armenians
became Turkish.
The number of Armenians massacred at the hands of
the Turkish troops is still a topic of debate among
historians. · Some place the figure at 1 million, others at
1.5 million, while others say the number exceeded 2 million.
A moderate estimate would place • the number of Armenians
living in Turkey before 1915 at more than 2 million.
This would agree with the Armenian Patriarchate's
conservative estimate .

Turkish poulation estimates before

1915 place the number of Armenians living in the country at
under 1.5 million, citing census reports taken by village
leaders.

These leaders were often Armenians, some being

priests.

Thus, argue those who support the Turkish

position, Armenians who perished in "civil strife" and
"rebellion" could not have totalled more than a few hundred
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thousand.

Besides, this reasoning continues. most Armenians

were expelled from the Ottoman empire during deportations
that occurred during wartime.
This assertion fails to take into account that
the leaders were also responsible for collecting taxes,
and, in villages where Armenians acted as tax agents,
population figures were deliberately underreported in order
to allow Armenians freedom from unfair monetary burdens.
Thus. this author believes the number of Armenians killed
and deported in the 1915 genocide was more than 2 million.
The genocide had profound effects on Armenians.
The intensely cruel acts committed against helpless victims
have been documented by historians.

Besides the terrible

toll in human lives, there was enormous destruction of
property, and, today, Turkey still occupies historic Armenia,
territory that had been inhabited by Armenians for more than
2,000 years.

The genocide was the greatest cause of the

Armenian diaspora as it exists today, and therefore is a
constant reminder of what Armenians have endured in order to
preserve a place in the world that would not disappear on the
modern map like Cappadocia or Caucasian Albania.
The problems of Armenians living in the diaspora are
directly influenced by different forms of diaspora
nationalism.

Gellner has analyzed the situations faced by
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diaspora nationalisms, such as those experienced by the
Armenians after undergoing violent change:
The problems of social transformation, cultural
revivification, acquisition of territory, and coping
with the natural enmity of those with previous claims
on the territory in question, illustrate the quite
special and acute problems faced by diaspora
nationalisms.
Those of them which retain some residue
of an ancient territory may face problems which are
correspondingly less acute. But the problems which
face a diaspora culture which does not take the
nationalist option may be as grave and tragic as those
which face it if it does adopt nationalism.
In fact,
one may say that it is the extreme peril of the
assimilationist alternative which makes the adherents
of the nationalist solution espouse their cause in
this situation.(8)
It has been said that all Armenians are products of
the Turkish genocide, and are therefore all members of the
diaspora; even those in the Armenian republic.
some truth in this.

There is

In the United States, Armenians for a

long time have been lobbying the ' u.s. government in an
effort to set aside a national day of remembrance for
victims of all genocides .

The day chosen is April 24,

which in 1915 marked the beginning of the genocide with
the murder of prominent Armenian intellectuals.
these efforts have not been successful .

To date,

The last time

the resolution reached Capitol Hill was August 1987, when
it died on the floor of the House on a rules vote, the
day before Congressional recess.

An intense lobbying

effort on the part of the Turkish government, through
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coordinated efforts with the State Department, has been
effective.

Turkey's government disavows the genocide,

despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary (Ottoman
Turkey's acts have been chronicled by historians,
ambassadors, eye-witnesses and survivors), and
acknowledgement by other countries and organizations
that Turkey should renounce the crimes of the Ottoman
government.

Because the Ittihadist Government was in

opposition to the present Turkish state, an admission
should theoretically pose no problems for Turkish leader
Turgut Ozal and his government, which is attempting to
"democratize" its society and is seeking entry into the
European Economic Community (EEC).
Turkey and Ozal, however, have stuck to the argument
that there never was a genocide; • that Turkish deportations
occurred, but only due to the threat posed by rebellious
Armenians, and only under the conditions of World War I,
which forced the government at that time to take all possible
precautionary measures to insure the safety of its citizens.
This is an argument the U. S . has effectively sidestepped due
to its affiliation with Turkey in the NATO alliance and in
stategic concerns.

The importance of Turkey as a U.S. ally

has meant that no President has ever officially recognized
the Armenian genocide for fear of angering Turkish officials
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whose integrity would be questioned, subsequently
damaging relations with a member of NATO.
The "Day of Remembrance" resolution will be
resubmitted to the House until April 24th is recognized
by both the American and Turkish governments.

The

European Parliament has already recognized the genocide and
Turkish failure to do so may threaten her chances of being
inducted into the EEC.

It only takes one veto to oust an

applicant, as Charles de Gaulle did twice in the case of
Great Britain.

Turkey has other problems which are damaging

her chances of entry into the EEC.

These include human

rights abuses, political and cultural discrimination,
and the facade of a democratic system of government.
For the same reasons Jews strive to keep the Holocaust
from becoming blurred through the passage of time, Armenians

•

feel it necessary to remind people, especially in America,
of a forgotten page in history and the fact that "the
perpetators faced no judicial inquiry, no ministers resigned
in disgrace and subsequent Turkish governments have declined
even to acknowledge what happened" (Karl Meyer, New York
Times, 1983).
Many observers watched as the Turks carried out
these massacres with no reprisals or penalties attached.
Indeed, as Professor Minorsky noted, the evil of Hitler was
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encouraged by the ability of the Turks to commit a crime that
all seemed too willing to forget:
It is an astonishing coincidence that Hitler (evidence
produced in Nuremberg) suggested that the
extermination of enemy races could be carried out with
impunity in view of human forgetfulness: 'Who does now
remember the Armenians' were the Fuhrer's iEi§§iill~
Y§tQ~. (9)
It is not an exaggeration to state that the issues
confronting Armenians in the diaspora are all an outcome
of the Turkish genocide of Armenians in 1915, and thus of
pan-Turkism in general.

Armenian awareness of potential

fanatical and violent expressions of Turkic peoples have
become intensified in the dispute over Nagorno-Karabagh.
Armenians in that region comprise a large majority and wish
to see an end to rule by people who have historical ties to
the Turks of 1915, and who have shown no signs of working
toward alleviating differences with the Armenians who
are under their jurisdiction.

The only reforms that have

been instituted in Karabagh, projects to build roads,
schools, and for further electrification, were secured
by Armenian protests through the central government in
Moscow, not through any attempt on the part of the
Azerbaijan government to see progress for Armenians.
Due to the historical nature of this conflict,
reconciliation in any swift or simple form is unlikely.
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VI.

The formation and development of Armenian political
parties and nationalist movements.

The Armenian revolutionary and subsequent national
liberation movements of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries were generated by many factors.

The most

significant of these can be linked to the Ottoman oppression
and abuses that occurred in the latter part of the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries.

Hamidian massacres in

the late nineteenth century and the Ottoman Turkish 1915
genocide were crimes committed by the Ottoman government
against the Armenian.

This was the most important reason

in the formation of Armenian political parties and
nationalist movements.
At their inception, these movements were attempts
by Armenians to protect and maintain their social,
religious and cultural heritage in the face of continued
oppression.

It is important to note that only after Turkish

oppression enclosed Armenians in a political web of intrigue
and destruction did the movements change from demands for
justice, retribution and autonomy to demands for outright
independence and liberation, first from Turkey and later from
Russia.

Walker explains the origins of these movements:
These factors, rather than arid intellectual theories
from Western Europe, led Armenians to reject the
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imperial system and develop national sentiment.
Armenian nationalism was not a transplanted poisonous
weed, but a natural organic growth from the
circumstances of Ottoman Armenians. (1)
The period of the late nineteenth century, when
the Ottoman Hamidian policy of Armenian massacre reared its
head, also witnessed the emergence of Armenian political
parties.

The desire for Armenian self-governance, which

had been repressed for six centuries by Turks, Kurds,
Muslims, and occasionally Russians, experienced a revival
and solidified in the form of freedom fighters and
eventually, political parties.

While Armenian

conservatives or classicalists yearned for the revival of
Hayastan, their motherland Armenia, and its existence as
a politically autonomous state, the liberals, or
revolutionaries, as they called themselves, organized into
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resistance groups, took up arms and risked their lives to
save the uprooted remnants of their nation during the
genocide.
These movements were not, as Walker states, directly
influenced by the French revolution of 1789 and its subsequent
offshoots in Europe and the Baltic region.

Although the

Armenian Revolutionary leaders had been educated in London,
Vienna, Paris and Moscow, they did not return to Turkish
and Russian Armenia to develop grand literary movements.
Instead, they fought for political and religious freedom
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with a voice that was seldom recognized by the Ottoman
empire or any of the Great Powers.

The indirect impact

of 1789 on Armenian revolutionaries can be traced through
Armenian poetry, epics and nationalist songs which cried
for freedom.
The French Revolution did have an indirect influence
on Armenian leaders in its spirit of unification: its call
for

119§£!§,

§g~1i!§

and

fr~!§£Di!§

had a prominent

place in the European education of Armenians,

just as the

leaders of so many other movements had been influenced by
the intellectual climate of the Pre-Napolean cafes of the
Palais-Royal.
In the Ottoman empire, constant oppression from panIslamic policies coupled with increasing tension from other

•

subjects opposed to the Sultan's regime, moved young
Armenians, most of whom had received bourgeois educations in
Europe. to begin publication of patriotic magazines and
newspapers in Constantinople.

Given the political

outlook of the Ottoman government at the time, which
looked harshly upon the formation of such organizations,
this was a dangerous risk.

Most publications were

circulated underground and some were initiated through
coordination with Armenians residing in Russia.
Prior to the 1880s Armenian political "parties"
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or partisan groups were relatively unstructured, and the
strongest coalitions of activists were usually forced
underground by the severe political climate.

Indeed, much of

the underground literature that circulated among Armenians
emanated from cities outside the Ottoman empire where
dissidents and students could openly meet.

An exchange of

intellectual and political ideas was facilitated in the more
liberal atmospheres of Vienna, London, Paris, Geneva and
Moscow.

In both Russia and the Ottoman region, such

political activity was engaged in by only a small number of
Armenians until 1880.

Before 1880, the goals of most

activists were the enforcement of Ottoman political reforms
that had been detailed in the official vernacular of the
Treaty of Berlin and

the~ Porte's

own Tanzimats.

In the ear~Y . 1~80's _ ~ grou~ of Armenian students
founded the "Patriotic Society" in Moscow and published the
underground newspaper

bi2~~2~iQD_~~~§.

(2)

During the same

year in the Ottoman Armenian province of Erzerum another
faction formed the "Defenders of the Fatherland."(3)

This

band was dedicated primarily to the task of self-defense and
worked to supply unarmed Armenians with weapons.

These arms

were acquired in any manner possible and were used to fight
against bands of tribal Kurds.

On January 5, 1879, British

Major Trotter noted that although Armenians were terrorized
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by these Kurds, they coexisted quite well with their nontribal kinsmen:
I stopped a few minutes at the village (Madrak. in the
Chabakchur district) and was at once surrounded by a
crowd of Armenians, who. while loudly complaining of
the misdeeds of the Kurds from the neighboring
country, professed to be on good terms with, and well
treated by, the Kurds of their own village; and in
truth the Kurdish priest or imam was standing by, and
joining in all the assertions of the Armenian priest,
who was the principal spokesman.
There is no doubt
that ...... both Christians and Kurds suffer
terrible oppression at the hands of their own
(Kurdish) beys and aghas, the old feudal lords of the
soil.
As far as I can make out, these beys, however
oppressive themselves, are willing to protect their
subjects, as far as lies in their power, from external
violence, but in the present disorganised state of the
country they can defend neither their Christian serfs
nor their own coreligionists. (3)
Despite, and possibly because of, the fact that
many Armenians were imprisoned for participating in these
underground societies that challenged Ottoman oppression,
these self-defense units served as an inspiration for the
crea~ion

of the first Armenian political party to engage in

revolutionary activities: the Arrnenakan party.

The central

founder of the party was the son of a Constantinople banker.
Mekertich Portukalian, a schoolteacher, was well travelled
throughout western Anatolia and had been in the Balkans
during the 1870's.

He returned to Van in 1878 to open a

school which taught Christians and Muslims, and included
Armenians, Assyrians, Kurds and Turks. (4)

After this school

was closed he began another. the Central School.(5)

This
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suffered the same fate and in 1895 Portukalian was exiled to
Marseilles, where he spent the rest of his life.
However, as a direct result of Portukalian's efforts,
the Armenakan Party was founded in the Van district in
1885. (6)
journal

Working in France, Portukalian published the
~£m§n!~

party founders.

and remained in close contact with the
He insisted upon the help of Armenians in

the diaspora, and made this a main focus of Party activity.
He attempted to create an international organization to work
for the interests of Armenians under Ottoman oppression.

The

primary goal of the party was to "win for the Armenians the
right to rule themselves through revolution.''(7)

However,

the Party's vision was one of a general revolutionary
movement sometime in the near future.

Explicitly stated

in the platform was avoidance of• the use of terror in
achieving revolutionary goals "except under exceptional
circumstances, and when eliminating untimely
agitations."(8)
While there were organized branches of the Party in
other Armenian provinces, as well as in Persia, Russian
Transcaucasia and the United States, its core network was
located in Van.

Arms obtained via Persia and often through

bribery of Ottoman officials were used by the Armenians to
protect themselves from Kurdish tribesmen.

Many Kurds acted
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as agents of the Ottoman regime, uncovering Armenian
activists and thereby prompting numerous acts of violence in
which both Kurds and Armenians were killed.

The Ottoman

government became increasingly disturbed by these incidents
and subsequently placed repressive restrictions on any
meetings or activities conducted by Armenians.

These

restrictions forced the revolutionaries further underground
as the terror of the Ottoman police steadily burgeoned.

This

terror increased after the formation in the late 1880's of
the Sultan's

tl~mi9iy§.

(9)

These groups, formed by and named

after the Sultan, had openly expressed that their purpose
was to "suppress the Armenians."(10}
Ottoman police brutality proliferated in this atmosphere
in the 1890's despite the fact that Armenians posed relatively
little threat to the Sultan, who• persistently exaggerated the
numbers and strength of the Armenakan revolutionaries.

Such

exaggerations were an integral part of the Sultan's panIslamic policy and plan for Islamic revival.

This policy

placed all Armenians, and other minorities as well, into a
single category marked for extinction, eventually manifesting
itself in the reality of the eastern Ottoman massacres of
1894-1896.

The Armenakan Party continued its activities

until the overthrow of the Sultan in 1908, when it merged
with another group that possessed similar goals.(11}
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Before this merge, the Party was responsible for the
outgrowth of uprisings and secret societies.

Its most

significant contribution, however , was in the form of
general education; in conducting schools and introducing
the knowledge and ways of Western thought to the
peasantry .
The revolutionary parties following the Armenakans
became not only more political and ideological in character ,
but also more popular and organized .'

Many groups attempted

to form coalitions in the last decade of the nineteenth
century, but only two--the Hunchak and Dashnaktsutiun
parties--managed to capture a substantial number of
Armenian adherents in the drive for liberation.
Like the Armenakans, the Hunchak Revolutionary Party
was influenced by Portukalian and h1 s journal ,

~£ll§~i~

Founded by Russian Armenians who had studied at west European
universities. the Hunchaks were intellectually oriented and
influenced by the social democratic revolutionary ideals of
Marxism.

They focused their attention on Turkish Armenia and

envisioned a "new, unified, socialist state . .. .. carved out of
the existing imperial regimes."(12)

The path for achieving

this goal would involve revolution, but in the context of a
world socialist revolution in which Armenians would be united
once again.
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The Hunchak founders were members of the educated
class of Russian Armenia who, for the most part, had never
lived in Ottoman Armenia.

They were concerned for their

ethnic brothers and embraced the ideals of socialism in an
effort to garner extensive support.

Central operations of

the Party were located in Constantinople and Geneva, the
original locus of its foundation.

From these two bases,

leaders were sent to various areas in Turkish Armenia,
Russia, Persia, Europe and the United States.

In- 1890,

these separate groups united under the official name of
the Hunchak Revolutionary Party.
The political aims of the Hunchak Party were similar
to those of previous revolutionary groups.

The immediate

objective was the political and national liberation of
Ottoman Armenia, which could only be accomplished by
destroying the old social order and establishing a new one.
Other goals of the Party included the following:
To create political conditions which will give the
working class freedom to express its aspirations and
demands; to better present the dire working conditions
in order to create class consciousness; to organize
into a political body in order to facilitate the
organizations social efforts, which must under all
conditions help the remote aim.(13)

-

·-

The "remote aim" was directed against the system of bourgeois
capitalism.

The Party focused its attack on high taxes and

land seizure, arguing that the capitalists did not produce,
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but instead enjoyed the fruits of the peasants' labor.

The

party constitution voiced the need to abolish all despotic
regimes.

The stated objective was:

To deliver the Armenian people from their present
state of slavery and to enable them to participate in
political affairs; to lift all barriers which hinder
their economic progress in general. (14)
The implications of these goals and their impact on
ottoman Armenians were significant.

Despite the

repressive Ottoman regime. the Party helped form a bond and
sense of community among Armenians, which had been lessened
by the Sultan's increasingly hostile policies.

In their

demands for reform, the Hunchaks encouraged demonstrations
against the government and urged Armenians to refuse to pay
taxes.

Violence was directed towards the government,

towards spies, informers, and also any Armenians in the
employ of the Sultan.

The peasant and working class, or

the Armenian proletariat, was seen by the Party as the
group most important for protecting Armenian interests,
for they were to become the government leaders of a
"Free Armenia."
The Hunchaks were responsible for many events. such as
the demonstrations of Kum Kapu in July 1890, in which
Armenians gathered to "awaken maltreated Armenians and
to make the Sublime Porte fully aware of the miseries of
the Armenians."(15)

Of course, the irony of this is that the
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sultan was not only aware of the harsh conditions under which
Armenians in the eastern provinces were living, he had
orchestrated them.
It has been argued that this feature of Armenian
political parties, namely their tendency to trust the
intentions of external powers which had previously set no
precedent of good will, was instrumental in leading to the
massacres conducted by Hamid and later by the Young Turk
regime.

Indeed. it also has been argued that Armenians

under both the Sultan and the Young Turks displayed a
willingness to place their trust in the Porte and the
Great Powers in the hope that their grievances and pleas
for reform would be heeded, and this very posture was most
responsible for the events Armenians were to endure
during the following three decades. •

This willingness to

trust the great powers was not confined to the Hunchaks. as
Walker explains:
..... this belief-that the great powers would intervene
in the Ottoman empire, and rescue the Armenian people
and their revolutionary leaders from the clutches of
Turkish misrule-was the greatest single error of the
Armenian revolutionary parties throughout the period
1885-1908.
With hindsight we can see that after 1881,
when Tsar Alexander II with his unpredictable idealism
was no more, and when (British Liberal Prime Minister)
Gladstone's Liberalism had become tarnished by
experience and failure, it was futile to hope that the
solid, bourgeois powers of Europe would intervene in
favor of a revolutionary uprising.
But Armenians
placed enormous faith in those twin creations of
British diplomacy: the Cyprus Convention and article
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61 of the Berlin treaty.
They believed that under the
terms of these two instruments the powers, and
especially Britain , were bound to intervene in their
affairs when Ottoman rule manifested its true
face. (16)
Article 61 was the main portion of the document which
placed the -- task of protecting the Armenians in the hands of
the great powers, who were to oversee the implementation of
reforms that would change Armenians from oppressed secondclass citizens to equal members of Ottoman society.
Autonomous rule and equitable treatment under law were the
major features of the treaty.

This article, however, which

had been article 17 in the Treaty of Sevres, proved to be
little more than fuel for the Sultan's continued maltreatment
of Armenians.

With his diplomatic skill he convinced the

powers, most notably Britain who had little to gain by
upsetting the Sultan, to remain alo d f from the Armenian
question and not to get involved with internal Ottoman
policy.

Article 61 thus became Hamid's diplomatic toggle: by

telling the great powers that he was instituting reform , he
satisfied them; he also gained the freedom to increase his
heavy and cruel policies with the added luxury of knowing
that external interference could be minimized.
At the Kum Kapu demonstrations, and at almost every
such gathering, the Ottoman government met the Armenians'
Pleas with bloodshed.

In 1893 the government arrested and
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hanged revolutionaries, prominent Armenian intellectuals,
merchants and church officials.

In 1894, the villages of

sassun refused to pay the Ottoman protection tax
to their Kurdish chiefs.

The Kurds, unable to subdue the

Armenians, appealed to the Porte for help.

Sassun was

accused of sedition, and regular Ottoman units joined the
reserve

H~mi9!Y§

cavalry corps and, after weeks of fighting,

forced the Armenians to submit. (17)

This violence, coupled

with previous uprisings and conflicts, in Van,
Erzerum and the other
hiding to fight.

Yi12Y§~~.

forced Armenians out of

Poorly armed, and when armed,

often with useless weapons which had been acquired
as "gifts" from the British, the Armenians were easy
targets for Kurds and Turks, who were both better
equipped and numerically larger. (18)
The strife led to massacres, which took place
between 1894-1896, during which over 200,000 Armenians
were slaughtered. and thousands more suffered material
ruin and fled the country.

Other revolutionary leaders

were driven toward the east and to Persia.

The

government cited a rebellion on the part of the Armenians
as justification for the massacres, which they termed
"deportations."

This argument loses its credibility because

of historical documentation and eye-witness accounts. (19)
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At the request of a few of these witnesses, mainly British
foreign diplomats and attaches who were living in the eastern
ottoman regions to monitor British interests at the consuls,
Great Britain , France and Russia sent a commission of inquiry
to the region of Sassun.

Its verdict stated formally the

belief that "the misery to which the Armenians were reduced
was not justified," and that the Armenians of Sassun had
acted in self-defense.(20)
Persecution continued , however, despite the official
recognition of the Crimean Committee.
and rebellions ensued.

More demonstrations

After the demonstration of Bab Ali,

Great Britain, France and Russia persuaded Hamid to sign a
decree in 1895.

This was to provide, among other things ,

reparations to the victims and families of Sassun .
However. as previously had been the ' case with all other
attempts at reform. the Sultan ignored the decree .

The

European powers refused to intercede , and cruelty
continued as the Hamidian policy of pan-Islamism
proliferated with increasing force and devastation.
In this tumultuous scenario, the Hunchaks suffered a
blow at the hands of the empire .

During the Zeitun rebellion

of 1896 , five intellectual party leaders were expelled and
many more were killed.

The most active political era for the

Party began to wane as hope faded for European intervention.
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The Party faced two decades in which hundreds of thousands
of lives were lost. and it emerged with no visible results
or enforceable reforms.
Unsuccessfully, the Hunchaks tried to convince the
great powers to use force to help implement the reforms.
Deterioration and dissent pervaded the party in the latter
years of the 1890's as the means to achieve their goals came
under internal scrutiny.

Some felt that Europe had abandoned

them due to their socialist doctrine while others called for
a halt to the tactics of insurrection and violent upheaval.
This disagreement split the Hunchaks in 1896: the Reformed
Hunchak Party became a separate branch which deemed socialism

--------

unnecessary for the realization of a free Armenia.

In 1908

the Party divided again to form the Azadakans (Liberals).
The original Hunchak Party continued to operate with its
initial doctrine, while the Reformed Hunchaks eventually
merged with the Ramkavars (Democrats), which, along with the
Dashnaks, became the two most influential parties in Armenian
history, and still are to this day.
In 1890 the Dashnaktsutiun Party, meaning literally
"federation," was established on Russian soil.

At its

inception the Party included members of the Hunchaks.

After

a few years, however. the goals and methods of the Dashnaks
(tl~i_H~gh2EQ~h2~2n_Q2§hn2~!§g!ign,

or Armenian Revolutionary
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Foundation-ARF) diverged from those of the Hunchaks and the two
parties separated forever .

Initially formed by Kristapor

Mikayelian, Stepan Zorian and Simon Zavarian, all of whom had
been educated at Russian universities, Dashnaktsutiun acted
as its name suggested: as a federation to unite all Armenian
groups and parties in Russian and Ottoman Armenia.
The Hunchaks left the federation one year after it had
been formed, and the Dashnaks remained intact.

The exact

reasons for this split have never been agreed upon and to
this day are a source for argument among Armenians.
argue that personal differences between
groups fueled the rift.

Some

leaders of the two

Others say it had more to do

with opposing ideologies and approaches in achieving the
goal of a "Free Armenia."

The fact that the Hunchaks were

based in Turkish Armenia and the Dashnaks in Russia had as
much to do with the divergency as either explanation.
It would soon become evident that the Dashnaks
were the more active nationalist Party, while the Hunchaks
remained attached to a more passive approach to politics.
In the face of Ottoman oppression, however, both stood side
by side in view of the same enemy.

Indeed , it was the

suffering of their Armenian brothers in the west that
moved the Dashnaks to form the Federation in the first
Place ; the nationalist fervor that subsequently
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developed was a natural reaction to pan-Islamism and panTurkism, and had little to do with anti-Tsarist or antiRussian sentiment, although as Hovannisian explains ,
such feelings did exist among Russian Armenians:
As adherents of the Russian revolutionary movement,
they considered the bureaucracy and the Romanov tsars
symbols of tyranny , but when they shifted their
concerns to the Armenians of Turkey, the evils of the
Russian state faded before the harshness of the
Ottoman ruling system. (21)
In 1891 the proclamation of the Dashnaks stated the
party's platform and intentions in strong revolutionary
vernacular:
(The Armenian) has now resolved to be Free or Die . . .
. . he is no longer imploring, he now demands , with gun
in hand ..... The Armenians have vowed to continue this
fight for freedom to their last drop of blood ..... let
us unite, brethren, and carry on fearlessly the noble
task of national emancipation. (22)
For the most part they would find themselves adhering to
this platform , sometimes to such an extreme that it has been
argued they o nly served as pawns in the Turks' pan-Islamic
and pan-Turkist policies.

The Dashnaks were , however , the

catalysts in securing arms and organizing defense
movements among Armenians , and in so doing, saved numerous
lives, regardless of alliances they later formed with the
Young Turk party.
While the Hunchaks' platform was heavy with socialism,
the Dashnaks' was light .

At the outset , the Dashnaks did not
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advocate complete independence from the Ottoman empire.

They

called for autonomous rule with administrative and economic
freedom within the empire.

The party platform called

specifically for:
1.

Creation of a popular democratic government based
on free elections.
2.
Security of life and the right to work,
3.
Equality of all nationalities and religions under
the law.
4.
Freedom of speech, press, and assembly,
5.
Distribution of land to the landless,
6.
Taxation according to ability to pay,
7.
Elimination of compulsory and uncompensated labor.
8.
Abolition of the military exemption fee and
replacement of it with equal conscription,
9.
Establishment of compulsory education and promotion
of national intellectual progress,
10. Reinforcement of communal principles as a means to
greater production and distribution.
From this constitution it can be seen that the MarxistSocialist doctrine that had influenced the Hunchaks was
sacrificed for a more nationalist platform.

Most of their

revolutionary methods were similar to those of the Hunchaks,
but were much stronger and more deliberate in impact.
As stated earlier, a main difference between the
two parties was their extent of territorial and demographic
influence.

As Hovannisian notes, the influence of the

Hunchak Party was felt "strongly in Constantinople and
Cilicia. less in the eastern provinces, and least in
Transcaucasia.

Its views were assessed by most Armenian

leaders in the Russian empire as impracticable and
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utopian."(23)

The Dashnaks became increasingly more popular

in Transcaucasia and the eastern Ottoman provinces. and as
it gained greater acceptance, became the leading party.

It

is agreed that by the early twentieth century, the Dashnaks
were considered to be the "most powerful and comprehensive
political organization" in the Armenian plateau. (24)
Another feature of the Dashnak Party, which developed
early on and contributes to its longevity, is its emphasis
on international cooperation among Armenians in the diaspora.

By the 1890's, many smaller Armenian organizations had formed
throughout the world.

The Dashnaks sent a unification call

to these groups, which had committees based in Russia, the
Ottoman empire, the United States, France. Great Britain,
Persia, Greece, Egypt and South America.

After uniting under

the umbrella of Dashnaktsutiun. these committees retained
their relatively independent internal structure,

a

feature

which facilitated adaptation to the larger party apparatus.
These organizations allowed the Dashnaks to work from a more
extensive political base which proved to benefit Armenians
in the future.

This international organization still

operates today.
The violence and political turmoil of the 1890's
brought the Dashnaks to the aid of the Armenian people.
1894-1896 massacres were followed by more killings in

The
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rrebizond, Erzerum, Bitlis, Marash, Kharput and Zeitun .
While the great powers refrained from intervention, the
oashnaks were responsible for organizing fighting units,
establishing an espionage network, and circulating propaganda
to inform, and raise the spirit of, the Armenians.
In what would prove to be a severe misjudgement of
political character and intentions, however, the Dashnaks
enrolled the help of the Young Turks in a successful attempt
to overthrow the Sultan.

During the time leading up to

Hamid's ousting in 1908, the Dashnaks were faced with the
need for immediate action and formed alliances with the
Young Turks, or

I!~ih~gi§!§,

struggle against the Sultan.

in order to facilitate their
This alliance with the men

who would later orchestrate the deportations and massacre
of 1915 has left a blemish on the pa triotic history of the
Dashnak party and its activity, and remains a sensitive
issue among Armenians in the diaspora.
Another complex issue with which the Dashnaks were
faced was Russian treatment of Armenians in the tsar's empire.
Russian bureaucrats harrassed and imprisoned Armenian political
leaders and ordered border patrols to kill or arrest armed bands
seeking entrance into the Ottoman empire.

The Dashnaks refrained

from action against this policy until 1903, when the party revised
its program to address the problems in Russian Armenia.

The
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party declared, as Hovannisian states, its belief that:
..... although amelioration of the unbearable
conditions in Turkish Armenia remained the basic
concern, oppression within the Russian empire could
be ignored no longer.
The Dashnak party pledged
itself to defend the basic rights of all Armenians,
whether in the realm of Sultan or Tsar.(25)
While the Sultan continued to excuse his policy of
extinction as an attempt to quell the general uprising in
Armenia, the Dashnaks seized the Ottoman Bank in
Constantinople on August 26, 1896 in yet another attempt to
draw the attention of the European powers to the plight of
Ottoman Armenians.

Most European governments were large

investors in the Bank, including Great Britain, who had a
vast financial stake placed in the Ottoman empire.

In

what has been called the most "audacious and meticulously
conceived grand-scale hold-up in history," the Dashnaks
watched as their plan for recognition turned into
disaster. (26)

Infuriated by this Dashnak ploy, the Sultan

sent Kurdish and Turkish troops into Constantinople who, in
one day, massacred thousands of defenseless Armenians, many
of whom were loyal to the Porte. (27)
During the period 1896-1906, the Armenian populace
experienced widespread suffering and disillusionment in both
Russian and Turkish Armenia.

The Dashnaks during this time

Placed more emphasis on the role of the individual in
history and less on large-scale political movements.

This
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was in part due to the decreased Armenian population , made
smaller by thr Hamidian massacres.

It also can be

attributed to a feeling of hopelessness that was prevalent
among Armenians living in the violent decades of panIslamism and pan-Turkism.

Kristapor Mikayelian, a party

founder, directed a group of conspirators representing
several nationalities and including some Ittihadists to
carry out the assassination of the Sultan in 1905.

The plot

backfired, however: Mikayelian was killed on Mount Vitosh ,
Bulgaria, by the explosives meant for Abdul Hamid, who
survived . (28)

After Georgia and Azerbaijan left the Transcaucasian
Federation at the end of World War I, Armenians were in a
state of disarray .

The genocide o r 1915 had just about

extinguished any hope of regaining historic Armenia.
Refugees had fled t o the Caucusus region by the thousands.
causing overcrowding and shortages of food to be more acute
in a region that had experienced its own conflict and damage
over recent years.

With her neighboring nationalities

already having declared themselves independent, there was no
longer a federation.
In May of 1918 , Turkish troops were waging battles
against Armenians and progressing westward toward the
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Armenian Caucusus.

In the fabled Battle of Sardarabad,

despite being outnumbered two to one, the Armenians, led by
the Dashnaks, halted the Turkish advance. (29).

Had the

Armenians lost this battle, it is possible that the Turks
would have overrun the entire Armenian population, scattering
Armenians towards Russia and Persia.

This would have meant

the end of Armenian nationalist hopes for a territory and
homeland.
In this atmosphere, Armenians feared that a break
from Russia might endanger their chances of peace, but
they also realized that the peril posed by the Turks to the
west was an even greater danger that had to be met with a
stance of strength.

Thus, in May of 1918, a declaration

of independence was drawn up and the Republic of Armenia
was born.
This Republic emerged more from existing
circumstances created by massacres, violence and war. than
from any distinct attempt to achieve nationhood.

Up to this

point Armenians had opted for the political conditions which
accompanied autonomous rule.

It is possible that at the

time, Armenians would have been better organized and protected
if the Transcaucusus Federation had remained intact.
As it was, Walker notes, "independence had been thrust upon
Armenia."(30)

The two parties dominating this politcal
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scenario, which was of international proportions , were the
Dashnaks and the Ramkavars.

The Declaration read more

like a timid apology than a statement of independence:
In view of the dissolution of the political unity of
Transcaucasia and the new situation created by the
proclamation of the independence of Georgia and
Azerbaijan, the Armenian National Council declares
itself the supreme and only administration for the
Armenian provinces.
Due to certain grave
circumstances, the National Council, defering until
the near future the formation of an Armenian national
government, temporarily assumes all governmental
functions , in order to pilot the political and
administrative helm of the Armenian provinces. ( 31)
Of course, it can be argued that this independence was
not really sought earnestly for its people, but was rather a
by-product of the existing situation.

But this would ignore

the years of struggle and attempts at reform within both the
Russian and Ottoman empires that had taken place over the
last century.

.Armenians,

if only t 'e mporarily and somewhat

virginally, had finally achieved nationhood in the eyes of
the world .

Snubbed by the results of the Treaty of Paris, and

the subsequent denial of Armenian requests for inclusion of
lands originally and presently occupied by Armenians into the
Republic, the Armenian delegation returned home from France
to set up a government.

The Dashnaks dominated this

parliamentary government, and along with the Ramkavars,
struggled against the increasing power of the Bolsheviks and
the Kemalist forces, both of which reared their heads most
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often in Azerbaijan.
The Turkish offensive of autumn 1920 was a key blow to
Armenian hopes of retaining independence.

The result of a

weakening Armenian government, its power and efficiency
having decreased as a direct result of Dashnak political
dominance and refusal to compromise with Ramkavar (also known
as the Populists) interests, and the increasing strength of
Bolshevism , was the signing of the Treaty of Moscow.

This

ended the two and one-half years of the Independent Republic
of Armenia and began the life of the Soviet Republic of Armenia .
The Soviet republic held semi-independent status until 1922,
at which time it became part of the Transcaucasian Soviet
Federated Socialist Republic (TSFSR), which then became a
constituency of the USSR at the end of that year .

After the

USSR constitution of 1936 dissolved ' the TSFSR, Armenia became
a "union republic" of the new Soviet state. (32)
To this day there are distinct differences between
Dashnaks and Ramkavars which can be traced directly to the
period of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Dashnaks have historically been more radical and
revolutionary in their outlook.

Their ideology has always

maintained that a free and independent Armenia is the
Ultimate goal, and that to exist as a party for any other
reason would be counterproductive.

Historically they have
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agreed that an Armenia governed by Armenians is the only
possible government an independent state could possess.
They have always taken the view that any opposition to
their goals, including that from other Armenians, must
be met with equal opposition , and sometimes violence.
They were responsible for the execution of the
Young Turk leaders who organized and carried out the 1915
massacres, most of whom were assassinated during the
years after the
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lost power to the Kemalists.

They also formed assassination squads from terrorist
organizations that during the late 1970's and early
1980's demanded that the present-day Turkish government
acknowledge the massacres of the previous Ottoman
regime (Turkey still insists a rebellion or civil war
was staged by Armenians).
The more conservative Ramkavars are different
from the Dashnaks in many ways.

These differences

are exacerbated in the diaspora, where Armenians are
free to express their ideology and position on Armenian
issues .

Generally, more conservative Ramkavars feel that

Armenian desires for an independent state, if realized ,
could mean the dissolution of any homeland.

To them,

what Armenians have struggled for over the years would be
threatened by a break from the Soviet state, which, after
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the Stalin years , progressed economically and culturally
with great speed.

Both political parties in the U.S.

donate money to promote interest among Armenians,
particularly the youth, in the issues and heritage that
surround the

Y§~i~§,

or homeland.

Again, these differences can be directly traced to
Ottoman oppression and the subsequent development among
Armenians of certain sentiments towards Turkish belligerency .
The Dashnaks. originating on Russian soil, hold that the
Turks historically have been the enemy of Armenians ,
having deliberately sought the elimination of the
Armenian nation through genocide, should atone for their actions
and be subject to harsh penalties and reparations ,
none of which has happened.

The Ramkavars, having grown

out of the rubble of the Ottoman empire , believe that
negotiation. compromise

~nd

a slow path. using ·

the available political channels will eventually help
Armenians more in the long run.
Because of differences, Dashnaks accuse Ramkavars
of lacking any ideology .

Likewise, Ramkavars accuse Dashnaks

of holding views that are too extreme and unconciliatory to
be included in the mainstream of politics.
The differences are difficult to resolve; both
contain a certain amount o f legitimacy.

But they do
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reflect the nature of Armenian modern-day sentiment: the
idea that Armenians are a nation of people who have
arrived at a point in history where such differences are
a natural feature of developed political society.

How

important history is in deciding the future of Armenians
has only recently come into question.

There was a time

when it was the only issue, the universal bond held by a
people who had endured in the face of horrendous
atrocities committed against them.
Now Armenians in the Soviet Union and the diaspora
argue over the place of historical issue in their lives.
Recent emigres from the Armenian republic to the U.S. have
been shunned and met with prejudice by fellow Armenians.
In Fresno, California, where the largest population of
Armenians outside the Soviet Union resides, Armenian
refugees looking for a better life in this country
and expecting help from Armenians have experienced
negative reactions from Americans of Armenian descent
who feel the latter question the intentions of the
former group, saying they are unpatriotic and deserve to
be treated unfairly for deserting their homeland.

The

refugees look upon this reaction with horror because they
feel Armenians in the diaspora should better understand
their reasons for wanting to leave Soviet Armenia, where
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recent ethnic conflict has placed Armenians, along with
soviet Jews, among the increasingly high number of
ethnically persecuted peoples in the U.S.S.R ..
Modern dissidents in the Armenian republic are more
aligned with the Dashnak or ARF views.

Although they do not

necessarily reflect the views of all Armenians in the
republic on all issues, they do represent a significant force
in Armenian and Soviet politics.

In recent months, the

dispute over Karabagh has led to the formation of a Karabagh
Committee, which was made up of dissidents and activists who
were subsequently jailed for their activities.

Real

movements for action, such as the Karabagh committee, have
formed as a direct result of Soviet refusal to act on behalf
of Armenian interests, specifically with respect to conflict
with Azerbaijan.

•

It is evident that these dissidents are gaining more
popularity, and, therefore, more power through their peaceful
tactics of political maneuvering in the republic.

Much of

their activity is based in Yerevan and emanates from
organizations of intellectuals who are closely associated
with party members and other dissidents.

This is not to

suggest collusion among party leaders, but it does signify
the willingness of Armenians to work with both Communist
leaders in Moscow and the vocal representatives of the people

,/
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of the republic.

Had the earthquake not occurred in December

of 1988, political conditions would be different from what
they are now.

With political refugees fleeing to Armenia

from persecution in Azerbaijan even before the earthquake,
the issue has at once been severely affected by the need to
help those involved in the disaster.

Rebuilding the cities

of Spitak and Leninakan is now the major priority of both
Moscow and Yerevan.

This does not mean. however . that the

problems in Karabagh and Azerbaijan will subside.

On the

contrary, it will now take a concerted effort on the part of
all Armenians, dissidents and party members, to agree on
political choices that will serve to benefit, and not hinder,
progress .
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VII.

Armenian nationalism and
Smith's distinction

Armenian collective sentiment is a phenomenon quite
unique to its specific historical circumstances.

In this

section we will examine how this sentiment developed from
ethnic communal bonds into a nationalist movement, and how
this transition identifies with Smith's distinction between
an ethnic group and nationalist movement.
Smith's definition of nationalism states that the said
movement must be one for the "maintenance of autonomy,
cohesion and individuality for a social group deemed by some
of its members to constitute an actual or potential nation."
He goes on to say that what the group aspires to is just as
impo rtant in determining the sincerity of its nationalist
sentiment as the group's political gain.
It is relevant at this point to say a word about
Smith's notion of ethnic groups and their nationalist
foundations in what he calls "historicism" .

The main thrust

of his argument has to do with defining a universal
phenomenon. namely, the resurfacing of ethnic sentiment
throughout the world during the past three centuries, which
he terms "the ethnic revival":
Unlike previous revivals , the modern one has proceeded
under the aegis of a new ideological movement, that of
nationalism; and nationalism, along with recent
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movements for ethnic autonomy or separatism, can be
regarded as political offshoots and expressions of
this new historical vision, which I shall term
'historicism'. (1)
Smith goes on to note that cultural groups such as
Armenians were "staking their ethnic claims" at the time of
the late nineteenth century. (2)

This is when Armenians were

organizing into political parties and reform movements to
voice a collective opinion to the Ottomans about the need to
change oppressive living conditions.

Such manifestations of

ethnic nationalism, says Smith, are only further episodes in
this "overall historical trend, a new wave engulfing
communities that were peripheral or only partly involved in
the earlier phases of the same revival."(3)
Smith is arguing that most Western and Near Eastern
nationalist movements, such as the Armenians', are all part
of a strong political and cultural phenomenon which draws on
deep historical and sociological experiences of the
respective ethnic groups.

As we will see, Armenians are a

part of this revival.
Armenians had little trouble aspiring to nationhood
when they looked to their historical roots.

Having once been

a kingdom of power in the Near East, Armenia had a basis for
an ethnic revival of the sort Smith describes.

Religion

supported the people throughout the period when they had no
legitimate government of their own.

It contributed to the
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maintenance of the people and their historical ties through
the strength and longevity of the National Church.
As Smith points out, however, it is wrong to assume
that religion was a natural precursor to Armenian
nationalism, even if it supplied Armenians with communal
bonds that were not available from any political engine:
To say that religion in the Near East and Eastern
Europe was inseparable from politics and social
affairs, and therefore that religion provided the
basis for ethnic identification, and hence
nationality, is one thing ..... Armenians ... might ...
possess the status of millets. and constitute (a)
potential nationalit(y) ..... But it is quite another
thing to argue that Armenian nationalism is a
derivation of ... religion, in the simple sense of an
extension of its outlook to the political sphere.
Nothing could be further from the truth.(4)
Armenian nationalism also had little to do with
industrialization, as Gellner has so often argued.

•

Armenians

did adapt well to capitalism and industrial societies like
Baku and Tiflis, and made progress in such environments.

For

the most part, though, Armenian nationalism was rooted in the
peasant masses, who were united by various members of
Armenian intellectual circles.

Smith comments on the

transparency of Gellner's general thesis:
Many successful secession movements preceded
altogether the corning of industrialization and a
proletariat. The Greek, Armenian, Serb, Czech,
Italian, Hungarian, German, Turkish and Arab
movements, generally led by the intelligentsia,
comprised various combinations of other social
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groupings--officers, peasants, civil servants, small
traders, the haute bourgeoisie, priests, artisans.
gentry and even aristocrats.(5)
Religion did play an active role in the policies of
Russia and the Ottoman empire, as Smith notes, as both
"discriminatory badge and fomenter of separatism, in the case
of Greeks, Armenians, Jews and Tatars."(6)

While Armenian

priests were important to the movement, and to some extent
still are, it is due to the importance they hold in
Armenian society, not because they espouse some
nationalist philosophy that is unique or appealing to the
population.
The historic roots and ancient communal bonds of
Armenians, which have existed and developed over a 2,000
year history, have a great deal more to do with the
foundations of their nationalist sentiment than religion
This is what Smith means when he talks of an

per se.

"ethnic revival" based on historicism .

This revival began to

stir among Armenians in the late 19th century, when Ottoman
oppression awakened in them ethnic sentiment which
subsequently developed into nationalism .

Kedourie

explains :
There is little doubt that the appeal of modern
Egyptian, or Panarab, or Armenian, or Greek
nationalism derives the greater part of its strerrgt
from the existence of ancient communal and""" religious
ties which have nothing to do with nationa~• t k a x ¥
and which may even be opposed to it.(7)

/
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This would seem to be in agreement with Gellner's point
that history and its forces shape nationalism, and for better
or worse, "those who are its historic agents know not
what they do."(8)

Gellner , however, misses the thrust of

Armenian nationalism when he argues that Armenians. "under
conditions of modernization lost their monopoly and their
protection," and surrendered their "communal right of selfdefense."(9)

In another instance, however, Gellner's

correction of Kedourie is on the mark when he recognizes
that in many cultures, and this is true in the case of the
Armenians, "a homogeneity imposed by an objective,
. inescapable imperative eventually appears on the surface
in the form of nationalism . "(10)
Another important feature of Armenian nationalism that
can be l:!,.nked to this homogeneous aspect of ethnic sentiment
///

/~

is the Armenian language.

Developed almost two thousand

years ago, -:Cne language possesses its own alphabet and tc•
this day is spoken by Armenians in the Soviet republic and
throughout the diaspora.

The Armenian "linguistic movement"

of the late nineteenth century was also a response to
Ottoman oppression and was one of the "first (Armenian) cultural
manifestations of ethnic sentiment" which eventually led to
the formation of political movements. (11)

While Armenians

Value the beauty and unique origins of their language
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and alphabet, they have never subscribed to the view that
originality and uniqueness in language somehow suggest
legitimacy for a nationality.

This view helped form the

shallow basis of the pan-Germanism promoted by Fichte and
other philosophers of his era.

It is easy to see. as

Minogue states, that "the nationalist belief that a
language expresses the soul of a nation is a piece of
mysticism difficult to construe rationally."(12)
Philosophers like Fichte and Herder were searching for
cultural vehicles that could be used to better demarcate what
it meant to be a German.

Each had different ideas about

the features of German history and culture they thought
important in arriving at the ultimate goal: the revival of
the old German state through heightened awareness of past
history, and the subsequent development of a nationalist
following which would secure this end.
In this case, it can be argued that men such as Fichte
contrived German nationalism, and thus the German

natio~.

As

Gellner notes, this feature of German nationalism initiated
by Fichte and others allowed men to "recognize each other as

belonging to the same nation."(13)

This is an argument

against the idea that nations are an inevitable product of
history, that in fact, there is nothing to lend legitimacy to
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the notion that nations are a real manifestation of ethnic
sentiment:
Nations are not inscribed into the nature of things,
they do not constitute a political version of the
doctrine of natural kinds.
Nor (are) national states
the manifest ultimate destiny of ethnic or cultural
groups .... Having a nation is not an inherent attribute
of humanity, but it has now come to appear as such. (14)
But, he adds, nationalism

i~

an inherent phenomenon

which can and does form from ethnic conditions:
Nationalism as a phenomenon, not as a doctrine
presented by nationalists, is inherent in a certain
set of social conditions; and those conditions, it so
happens, are the conditions of our time ..... To deny
this is at least as great a mistake as to accept
nationalism on its own terms. (15)
The Armenian nationalist movement of the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was a sincere
attempt to attain and maintain "autonomy, cohesion and
individuality" among Armenians.

•
Armenians
of this movement,

especially those'wwho formed political parties like the
\

Dashnaks and the Hunchaks, had a firm belief in the
realization of Armenia becoming a potential nation.
For these aspirations to constitute a real nationalist
movement, says Smith, the ethnic group must strive for three
things: autonomy and self-government, not always in a
sovereign state; solidarity and fraternity of the group in a
recognized territory or "home"; and preferably unique culture
and history peculiar to the ethnic group.
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As early as the middle of the nineteenth century.
Armenians were addressing the Ottoman empire in attempts to
secure legitimate autonomous rule and self-government.
results of these attempts were the
1871.

I2D~~ill2!~

The

of 1839 and

Although these were never implemented by the Ottoman

government, Armenians did govern themselves to a certain
extent in the millet. as oppressive as it was.

The

creation of the Independent Republic of Armenia in 1918 was
the first time the international community recognized
Armenians as belonging to their own sovereign state since the
Kingdom of Armenia was overrun by Seljuk Turks in the 14th
century.
Today this autonomous tendency is expressed in the
Karabagh movement and the Armenian desire to govern all areas
and regions in which an Armenian

ma~ ority

exists.

It also

appears in the longstanding tradition of local Communist
Party officials being mostly of Armenian descent.

Of course

this is possible because of the large majority of Armenians
which live in the Armenian republic (over 903 are Armenian)
( 16) .

This demographic majority is a unique feature of

Soviet Armenia, and is not found in many of the other
fourteen republics in the Soviet Union.
The tendency of Armenians to live together, in the
republic and the diaspora, is quite noticeable .

In the
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United States , large Armenian populations can be found
,

('.

...,,/)<./

Fresno, Watertown (Massachusetts), Detroit and the greater yo.A/

In the Soviet Union, this gregarious feature of
solidarity and fraternity is evident in the daily life of the
This land, albeit a small

fraction (1/20) of the area that used to be historic Armenia,
is part of the "recognized territory" and "home" of the
Armenian people.

Generations have lived on the land for

thousands of years .
The third "ideal" making up Smith's definition of
nationalism concerns the "unique" and

"distinctive"

culture and history that are "peculiar to" Armenians.

This

history is rich in music, poetry, literature and
architecture .

I '~ •

Armenian monks mastered the art of producing

illuminated manuscripts and formed separate communities in
various places around the world in which they continue to
exist as self-contained social groups, such as on the Italian
island of San Lazzaro near Venice.
The importance of territory to Armenian ethnic
sentiment cannot be overemphasized.

Living on the same

land for over 2,000 years left an indelible mark on
Armenians in the Near East, despite the fact that they
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coexisted with other ethnic groups.

The forced removal of

them from that territory has supplied them with ethnic
claims that previously had not existed.

The economic

features of the land, in this case, as important as they
are to the survival of Armenians, are not as important
as the cultural and historic links which the land provides.
The stronger these links and beliefs in ethnic
formation and endurance, the more likely the respective
movement will be successful in its nationalist goals.

This

type of ethnically rooted strength is what has allowed
Armenian culture to endure for such a long period of time.
Everything Armenian nationalists today demand or espouse,
from their desire to incorporate Karabagh to their demands
for international recognition of the Armenian genocide, flows
from the events in their history which have come to
characterize the individual and collective mind of Armenians.
This "sense of common origins and a separate history of
suffering and exile" has accompanied members of the Armenian
diaspora community to their separate destinations around the
world.(17)

In this way, they have brought the issues that face

Armenians in the Soviet Republic directly to Armenians living
abroad.
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VIII.

Epilogue

Armenian nationalism has existed for over a century,
and is presently in its strongest form in Soviet Armenia,
where the Karabagh issue has mobilized hundreds of thousands
into political demonstrations and a display of ethnic unity.
Tied together by their church, language. cultural heritage
and history, Armenians everywhere have joined to support this
movement .
Standing in the way of this ethnic issue is the
disaster of the earthquake that struck the Armenian republic
in December 1988, leveling many villages and the cities of
Spitak and Leninakan.
by the quake.

Upwards of 25,000 people were killed

In strong displays of ethnic bonds. Armenians

often refused to allow medical personnel to treat their newly
born anywhere but in Armenia for fear that their children
would become orphans and then assimilated with other
nationalities .
Yet it is interesting to note that while this
natural disaster has set the Armenian people back
economically, with rebuilding efforts becoming the main
focus of the local and state authorities, it has not
eliminated the nationalist forces engaged in the Karabagh
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dispute.

The eleven-member Karabagh Committee , which

consists of Armenian activists who united last year to
submit reforms to the government concerning Karabagh, was
recently jailed by Party officials.

Their efforts have

sparked a surge of ethnic sentiment on behalf of the people
of Karabagh and for the committee members as well.

In the

United States, Americans of Armenian descent have gathered
to demonstrate and demand the release of the committee
members.
Other issues which the central authorities in Moscow
have failed to address occupy the agenda of Armenian
nationalists .

Access to reform and the development of a

progressive and safe standard of living are their main
concerns.

The new open society of the Soviet Union has

allowed Armenians the c hance to voice their o pinions on many
subjects, including the impact of building nuclear power
plants in their region. the need for better roads , highways
and schools, and the c hance to interact more directly with
the Kremlin on these issues.

The environment is something

Armenians want desperately to preserve, so that future
generations will be able to remain on the land .
Recent discoveries of unsafe radiation levels in food, and
reports that almost half of all children born in the republic
possess birth defects have also angered Armenians, who want
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more input on the type of energy sources their republic
needs. (1)
Another issue facing the central and local authorities
is the large amount of exit visas requested by Armenians.
Each year since 1987, when Armenians began to leave the
Soviet Union for cities in the Middle East , Europe and the
United States, the number of visas has increased.

Initially,

only a few hundred Armenians. along with Soviet Jews. were
allowed to leave each month.
increased to the thousands.

The number has steadily
Armenians and Jews must now

show that they have experienced persecution in a "definite
and severe form'' before authorities allow them to secure
visas. (2)
The ethnic conflict in Azerbaijan and the harsh
political treatment of Armenians there has turned many people
into refugees. leaving all belongings behind in order to
escape prejudicial treatment.

Many of these refugees fled to

the Armenian republic in hopes of relocating.

When the

earthquake occurred, however, these peoples' hopes of finding
living space were dashed.

The Soviet government has now

placed a ceiling on visas granted to Armenians and Jews, and
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this has left the Armenian republic with a large refugee
population and no immediate housing for them.
This writer believes that Armenian demands for
outright independence from the Soviet Union will not surf ace
in the near future .

The Soviet economy is too intricately

linked to the republic's industrial output , and the people
enjoy many political benefits through incorporation in the
Union .

However. the political situation in Armenia will

only worsen if Gorbachev does not allocate to it more
resources and attention .

Armenians have typically had

some of the strongest ties and allegiance to the central
government as any ethnic nationality in the U.S . S.R.

It

would be unwise for Gorbachev to take advantage of this
allegiance by ignoring nationalists' political and social
demands for reform.
History has taught Armenians a great deal about
promises and reforms.

It is unlikely that their demands will

be satiated by political lip service from the Politbureau and
the Kremlin.

Gorbachev must act to address these concerns

as expiditiously as possible, and he must do so with a
sensitivity to ethni c issues.

Ignoring these aspects will

only lead to continued conflict between Armenians and
Azerbaijans. and between Armenians and the Moscow
political leaders.

Gorbachev cannot afford to play
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lightly with issues that have such deep historical and
ethnic roots .
With the age of Stalin, Kruschev and Brezhnev now
history, Armenians and other Soviet nationalities see an
opportunity to finally express their full-blown ethnicity.
Nothing save military intervention, which has been used in
the past. will stop the flow and exchange of progressive
ideas among Armenians, Latvians, Estonians, Lithuanians.
and Poles.

This ethnic revival is becoming increasingly

more powerful, stimulating movements and ideas that have
remained dormant for a very long time.

These movements

will progress with caution and moderation at first, at least
until the people have reason to change this approach.
Given sufficient cause to alter this stance. there is no
reason why all such people should not rise separately
or collectively in a show of nationalist and ethnic
sentiment.

If this actually occurs. Armenian national

sentiment could become part of this larger movement.
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